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Absence of determinism in El Niño Southern Oscillation
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We perform two direct determinism tests on the El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation index monthly average series.
The results indicate that, for timescales over 1 month, the series does not exhibit determinism, an essential
feature of chaos.
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El Niño Southern Oscillation~ENSO! is a climatic phe-
nomenon of great economic importance worldwide, and
much academic interest because of the complex interac
between oceanic and atmospheric phenomena which g
rise to it: see Ref.@1# for a comprehensive account, and R
@2# and references therein for more recent reviews.

A variety of models have been developed to study t
phenomenon, among them low-dimensional, time delay
hybrid, intermediate, and general coupled. While these
plain the sustained oscillations of ENSO, its irregularities
not so well understood. In Ref.@2#, three contending hypoth
eses are discussed: deterministic chaos, weather noise~atmo-
spheric variability at fast time scales, combined with a pe
odic coupled model!, and changing background state~slow
variation of important parameters, such as mean thermoc
depth.!

In this Rapid Communication, we partly address the fi
hypothesis. For many years, the existence of climatic cha
attractors has been discussed in the literature for time se
spanning nine orders of magnitude in time, ranging from
day to several million years@3#. ENSO has attracted intere
@4,5# as a candidate chaotic system; there are recent cla
@6,7# that the Southern Oscillation index~SOI! series has the
characteristics of low-dimensional deterministic dynami
SOI is the index that measures the pressure difference
tween Tahiti and Darwin in the Pacific Ocean; it is useful
indicate when the ENSO phenomenon is under way.

While many instances of chaos in observed hydrolog
and atmospheric data have been reported, there has bee
vere criticism of the use of nonlinear dynamics techniqu
for these data sets; see Ref.@8# for a recent review. In the
present work we apply two tests of determinism to the S
data. We find that the series appears to be nondetermin
and hence not chaotic.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin by discu
ing nonlinearity tests in time series, and review their app
cation to the SOI series. Then, we present two tests of de
minism in observed time series. We apply these to the S
series. Our main result is that the SOI series presents littl
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no evidence of low-dimensional deterministic behavior.
nally, we discuss our results and their consequences.

The indiscriminate application of time series techniqu
~correlation integrals, calculation of dimensions and exp
nents, etc.; see Ref.@9# for a comprehensive review of meth
ods!, can lead to the improper identification of chaotic b
havior; see Ref.@10# for a specific example. To help avoi
this problem, tests have been devised to verify two neces
conditions for chaos: nonlinearity and determinism. If eith
fails, one can reject the hypothesis that the time serie
chaotic.

The nonlinearity of a time series can be tested by prod
ing surrogate time series~see Ref.@11# for a recent review!,
which preserve linear characteristics of the original time
ries, such as power spectrum and autocorrelation funct
One postulates the hypothesis that the time series to be te
is produced by a linear, correlated process, and that the
sible nonlinearity of the system arises from filtering or d
tortion during measurement. If this were the case, both
tested and surrogate time series should perform compar
under a test related to nonlinear dynamics. A common tes
the application of a nonlinear prediction algorithm to t
series, with the average prediction error serving as a
criminating statistic. If the prediction error of the tested s
ries is comparable to those of the surrogates, one can i
that the linear dynamics hypothesis is correct. On the ot
hand, if the prediction error in the tested series is consid
ably lower than that for the surrogates, one can conclude
existence of nonlinear dynamics in the generation of the
series.

In the first study@7#, 50 surrogate series of the SOI we
generated by a standard method that preserves the ab
mentioned linear characteristics. Then, the last 134 point
each series were predicted through nonlinear algorithms.
authors rejected the null hypothesis~a linear Gaussian pro
cess! at a confidence level of 95% based on their results

The second study uses a more accurate, newer sch
@12# and more stringent criteria. The results appear in a
cent review of the surrogate time series method@11#. Here,
99 surrogates of SOI were generated and the nonlinear
diction errors of both the SOI and surrogate series were
culated. The test finds that the original series has a hig
prediction error than about one-fourth of the surrogat
which means that the null~linear! hypothesis cannot be re
jected.
ic
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The authors offer the following possible explanations
their result:~1! Perhaps the prediction error statistics is n
the most appropriate one;~2! the null hypothesis may be
true, and the underlying dynamics is indeed linear;~3! the
existing SOI data~1860 to present! is too short to explore the
range of dynamics of ENSO, which may appear linear a
stochastic without necessarily being so.

We now describe two tests for determinism, the seco
necessary condition for chaos. The first test@13# is based on
the characteristic of chaotic attractors that the direction
motion of trajectories is a function of position in pha
space. In other words, determinism implies that points t
start close in phase space do not diverge very much o
sufficiently short times. For longer times, sensitive dep
dence to initial conditions starts to separate trajectories.

If one performs a time series reconstruction followed b
coarse-grained partition of the phase space into boxes,
can do the following procedure. Suppose thatn trajectory
vectors pass through a particular box. For each trajec
vector, define a unit trajectory vector in the same directi
but with unit length. The average of then directional vectors
is the average directional vector for the box. Now, calcul
the average lengthL of the average vectors for all boxes wi
the same number of passesn. In a deterministic system,L
will be close to one, independent ofn. (L will be slightly
lower than one if the embedding dimension has been un
estimated.! In a random system, the average length of
average directional vectors decays asL'n21/2.

For the second method@14#, one picks a suitable time lag
Then, one applies the following procedure for different e
bedding dimensions. PickN random points in the series
called centers~30 are used in Ref.@14#!. Evolve all centers
and theirk nearest neighbors in phase space one time s
Calculate all the translationsv j . Then, compute the averag
translation for each group of points consisting of a center
its nearest neighbors,^v&. For each group of points, calcula
the average translation error

e5
1

k11 (
j 50

k uuv j2^v&uu2

uu^v&uu2
, ~1!

whereuuvuu denotes the length ofv. The quantitye measures
the normalized spread of the displacements around each
ter, relative to the average displacement. One expectse to be
small for a deterministic series~of order 1022), and large
~one or greater! for a random series. The examples presen
in Ref. @14# are consistent with these expectations.

The two tests just described were applied to the mon
average SOI data~1860–2001!. For each test we considere
all delay times between 1 and 12 months, which covers
range of previously estimated time delays@6,7#. For both
tests, the results for delay timet>2 months do not chang
much, so we only showt51, 2, 4, and 8 months.

Figure 1 shows the results of the Kaplan-Glass test
plied in three dimensions, with a 353-box partition. For allt
greater than 2 months, the average trajectory vectors c
cide quite closely with what we expect for a random seri
Thet51 points are poised almost halfway between the r
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dom curve and the deterministic curve (L51); however, a
decreasing tendency can be observed.

Figure 2 shows the results for the Wayland test. We h
used 200 centers. For allt greater than 1 month, the averag
translation error is distinctly in the nondeterministic rang
For 1 month, the error 0.5<e<2 is still in the nondetermin-
istic range, but with values somewhat lower, consistent w
the results of the Kaplan-Glass test.

Based on these tests, we can conclude the following.
results for time delay of 1 month are ambiguous, and indic
at best a slight degree of dependence of the future on
past. This is reasonable, given that the SOI index conse
its sign for several months, for example, during ENS
events. This result is also consistent with the large~about
0.8! autocorrelation value of the SOI series with time del
of 1 month @7#, and with the reasonably clean phase-spa
reconstruction obtain with this time delay@6#.

For all delay times greater than 1 month, the SOI ser
fails both determinism tests; this indicates a severe bre
down of temporal causal correlations in the series after

FIG. 1. Kaplan-Glass test for determinism of monthly SOI s
ries, with 353 boxes. Length of average trajectory vectorL vs num-
ber of passesn in a box. Purely deterministic series:L'1; purely
random series:L5(4/A6p)n21/2 ~shown in dashed line!. Time de-
lays are~a! 1 month,~b! 2 months,~c! 4 months, and~d! 8 months.

FIG. 2. Waylandet al. test of determinism for SOI series: ave
age translation errore vs embedding dimensions 2<d<7. Random
series:e'1; deterministic series:e'0.001–0.01. Four time delay
are shown:~a! 1 month, ~b! 2 months,~c! 4 months, and~d! 8
months.
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time scale. Our results indicate that the SOI series is
deterministic over the timescales of interest for prediction~of
the order of a year or more!. In contrast, the ENSO mode
developed by Vallis@4# shows considerable evidence of d
terminism. First, it is mathematically very similar to the L
renz @15# system; both are systems of three coupled diff
ential equations with their nonlinearity arising from term
that are products of two variables; both are of atmospheri
oceanic origin. The two-lobed structure of their attractors
almost identical. The Lorenz system was studied by Kap
and Glass and by Waylandet al. @13,14#, and passed both
determinism tests. Second, other indirect yet useful sig
tures of determinism for the Vallis model, such as the mut
information and false nearest neighbors functions, have b
found to be almost identical to those of the Lorenz syst
@16#.

Our results, together with that of the most recent non
earity tests@11#, strongly indicate that the SOI series doesnot
exhibit low-dimensional chaotic behavior, at least up to
dimensions tested with the Wayland test. This is consis
with the fact that, to our knowledge, the SOI series itself h
not been successfully used to predict ENSO events. It
however, in apparent contradiction with the existence of
terministic equations that describe the ocean-atmospher
teraction, and with the continued improving efforts to pred
the weather at least over short timescales. Therefore, s
remarks are in order.

~1! Following Schreiber and Schmitz’s conclusions on t
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surrogate data test, paraphrased in this paper, both nonlin
ity and determinism tests are heuristic and can give incor
results. Moreover, the available number of data points lim
the dimension that can be tested.

~2! There are several reasons to expect the ENSO dyn
ics to be fairly high-dimensional. Among them, its sp
tiotemporal nature, the possible existence of time-de
mechanisms~see Ref.@5#! , and the fact that the governin
equations may be nonautonomous~forced!. While ENSO’s
coupling to the annual cycle has been established, its p
sible dependence on longer cycles, e.g., solar activity,
haps should be studied. Moreover, Lorenz@17# has suggested
that systems of a large number of variables with loose c
pling can appear to be fairly low dimensional.

~3! The first of the above points~and the second, to som
degree! suggests possible multiscale mechanisms in spac
time. We may, then, view one of the three leading hypo
eses, weather noise, as a high-dimensional determin
mechanism that transfers fluctuations~mass, energy, or mo
mentum! across scales.

~4! Finally, we report that we have obtained similar neg
tive results when we apply determinism tests to other
matic data sets such as the Boston rainfall@18# and the West-
ern Run stream flow in Maryland@8#.

We thank M. C. Cue´llar, M. Dı́az-Granados, D. Laverde
and N. Obrego´n for useful comments, and Colciencias~Con-
tract No. RC-425-00! for financial support of this work.
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